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WHAT MAKES IT GROW? Are there any lessons for us?

A. Theological factors

1)

What the missionaries and Korean Christians
believed and taught about sin and salvation

B.

C.

Mission factors (The Three-self Plan)
1) Strategic planning through wide itineration,

selecting mission stations and winning
converts

Self-support --

Self-government - p

(

Self-propagation -

2 )

3)

4)

Historical factors
1) National collapse - Yi dynasty - Japanese

colonialism - 1919
2) Gross injustices supported by Confucian society

against women
" slaves
** butchers

3) Educational backwardness

D. Witness to the whole of life
1. Evangelistic
2 . Medical
3. Education
4. Social Service

E. The Vine and the Branches

(The four sides of life)
LmAx '52.-

'
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1. Christ
2 . Prayer
3. Mission
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Korea; a success story, but with problems .

[Population (South) 45.000,000; Christians 14,800,000 = 34%]
(North) 21,000,000; " 12,000 + 80,000 (secret)?

Korea is a very different story. It is hard for Christian observers

not to be triumphalist in describing South Korea. A recent visitor returned not

long ago from that country almost in shock. Methodism, he said, began in

England with John Wesley, but the largest Methodist congregation in the world

is not in England. It is in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism began in Geneva with

John Calvin, but the largest Presbyterian congregation in the world is not in

Geneva. It is in Seoul, Korea. Pentecostalism as a modern movement began in

Southern California, but the largest Pentecostal congregation in the world is not

in Southern California. It is in Seoul, Korea.

But you don’t have to go to Korea to sound triumphant about

Korean Christianity. Here in Princeton, American mainline Protestantism is in

decline all around us. But put the point of a draftsman’s compass at Mercer

and Nassau, and draw a circle with a 70-mile radius around where I am
standing, and you can count 700 Korean churches within that circle - 700 new

churches which were not here 35 years ago.

What happened in Korea? The growth is obvious. Protestants

grew faster than Catholics; and Presbyterians grew faster than Methodists,

Pentecostals and Baptists combined. When my father went to Korea 105 years

ago there were less than 250 Protestant Christians in all Korea, north and

south, and only two little Protestant congregations; one Presbyterian and tw(^

Methodist. Those 250, north and south, in 1890, grew to nearly 12,000,000

Protestants in the south alone today, not counting IVi million Catholics, and a

half million "marginal sects", like the Unification Churchf(Operation World.
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’95)

But what made it grow? The best answer I know was given by my

father sixty years ago. To an inquiring committee from America, he simply

said, "For the last fifty years we lifted up to this people the Word of God, and

the Holy Spirit did the rest." Too simple, maybe, but if Christians don’t begin

there, they usually don’t begin at all.

However, there are other important reasons why the Korean church
Yf I'l cu

grew. I would mention, first, a non-theological reason. Christian missions to

Korea came in with no imperialist, colonial baggage. It was an Asian

colonialism (Japanese) which Korea resented, not the west. The American

missionaries came as friends, not exploiters,

2. A second non-theological reason is that the Protestants came at a time

when Korea’s religmus and cultural heritage was crumbling. A 500-year-old

Korean dynasty was tottering to its end. Confucianism, Buddhism and

Shamanism had all failed them when the country was conquered by Japan. The

failure of the old traditions opened the way for them to look for hope to the new

faith brought by their friends, the missionaries.

3. But just as important, and probably even more effective, was a third

reason: the wise mission policy of those early missionaries. It is called the

Nevius Method, named for an 1850 graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary,

John Nevius. Nevius went to China and reacted against old methods of mission

work there, We missionaries, he said, kept the control of the Chinese church in

missionary hands too long. His advice to his colleagues in China was, "Trust
V/ ^ 0 0'

the Holy Spirit, and trust the converts the Spirit gives you. Let them evangelize
^ Mc*;f CnJn.?

their own country and build up a Chinese church". iL^as not followed in

China, but in 1890 when Nevius brought the same message to a meeting of
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pioneer missionaries in Korea, they listened, and it became a turning point in

the history of Korean Christianity. The Presbyterian mission adopted the

"Nevius Method" as its official policy. It is no coincidence that although

Catholic missions began a hundred years earlier, and Methodists at the same

time as the Presbyterians, there are now twice as many Korean Presbyterians as

Catholics, and five times as many Presbyterians as Methodists.

The Nevius Method, known today as the "Three-Self Method",*®

was so successful in Korea that China’s communists today unknowingly

borrowed the term from the Chinese YMCA, which in turn had borrowed it

from Korean Christians, The first of the three "seifs" was self-government , that

is, turn over the church to Korean control as soon as there is a Korean ordained

ministry to lead it. That was done in 1907, the year the first class graduated

from the first Korean seminary. The second "selP' was self-support . That was

done even earlier, in the 1890s. The mission decided not to pay the salaries of

Korean pastors or build Korean churches with American dollars. Instead, they

in faith entrusted the full responsibilities of Christian stewardship to their

converts. Koreans have been "tithers" ever since. ^ ^ k ' o*

4. A fourth reason for growth was what could be called the Korean

initiative . More accurately, it was lay-evangelism, the propagation of the gospel

by laymen and laywomen. This was the third self, "self-propagation", and

remarkably it was already operating before the first missionaries arrived. It was

a Protestant Korean laymen who brought the gospel into the country before the

first resident Protestant missionary was allowed into that closed country, Suh

Sang-Yoon, a ginseng peddler, was converted in Manchuria by Scottish

> va' ' •

The Nevius Method also has roots in the "three-self"
mission strategies advocated by Henry Venn in England and Rufus
Anderson in America.
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missionaries in 1876. He came back to Korea in 1893 and formed a little

Christian community in his home village a whole year before the first American

missionaries landed-- Horace Allen, a Presbyterian doctor, Horace Underwood a

Presbyterian minister, and Henry G. Appenzeller, a Methodist minister. But

Suh Sang-Yun was first. As one missionary remarked in admiration years ago,

the Korean Christians have been on^step ahead of the missionaries ever since!".

5. A fifth reason for growth was prayer. A distinctive feature of Korean i
-

church life is the day-break prayer meeting. It takes spiritual discipline to get

up at 4 or 5 in the morning for spiritual, not physical exercise, prayer. One

Presbyterian church in Seoul has two day-break prayer meetings for its

congregation: the first at 4:30 to which 5,000 come; and the second, at 5:30 with

another 5,000. The pastor said to me, "I wasn’t a very good student, as you

know, and I’m not a very good preacher; but I pray."

6. A sixth reason was Bible Study . The early missionaries translated the

Bible into common, vernacular Korean using the Korean alphabet so that

everyone could read it. They didn’t use the difficult Chinese characters which

were taught only to sons of the elite by Confucian scholars. One of the

requirements quickly established for full communicant membership in the

church in those pioneer days was learning to read. How can you be a Christian

if you can’t read the Bible? That may explain why Korea today has a higher

rate of literacy than the United States.

7. And seventh, revival . The Presbyterian church in Korea was '

organized in the midst of a spiritual revival, explosive and spectacular, that

swept through the peninsula from 1903 to 1907. It touched off massive

ingatherings of church growth. It permanently stamped the church’s character

with a revivalistic fervor that has been compared with the revivals of John

Wesley. Though the principal benefactors of the revival were the
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Presbyterians, it was ecumenical. The Koreans said to the missionaries, "Some

of you go back to John Calvin, and some of you to John Wesley, but we can go

back no further than the 1907 revival when we first really knew the Lord Jesus

Christ"." ^
9 . An eighth reason for growth was Korean Christianity’s refusal tQ >», -*

P»l^rizp evangel!>=m and social action . It practiced both, because to Korean

Christians both were gospel, good news. The early missionaries were anything

but spiritually other-worldly. The first missionary. Dr. Allen, opened Korea’s

first modern hospital and then moved from the mission into diplomacy to

become an early American Minister (ambassador). No national problem or

concern was considered out of bounds for Christian care and concern. The

pioneers gave Korea its first schools for women, its first schools for the blind.

Underwood imported kerosene and agricultural implements, and naturally a

little later his brother, John Underwood’s new product, the Underwood

typewriter. Moffett opened a timber concession on the Yalu River, managed by

Christian Koreans. Foreign traders objected. That wasn’t missionary business,

they said; it was infringing on the trader’s profits. The missionaries replied,

"We are not doing it for ourselves; we are teaching our converts modern

techniques and business methods so they will be able to compete on a more

equal footing with Western traders as the West sweeps in on them".

In the Korea situation, one particularly important aspect of missionary

concern for the country’s social and political needs must be mentioned. As

friends of Korea, when Japanese colonialism reached its climax of injustice in

1919, the missionaries with few exceptions supported its claim to national

independent integrity. When, in one of the greatest, non-violent demonstrations

Moffett, Christians of Korea , 53 f.
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in Asia before Gandhi, Korean church leaders joined a nation wide protest, the

missionaries supported their decision, saying, "There can be no neutrality

against brutality . Half of the Korean leaders who signed the 1919 Declaration

of Independence were Christians--50% at a time when Korea was less than 2%

Christian! It was then that Korea for the first time became publicly convinced

that the Christians were not running dogs of the imperial western nations but

friends of Korea. It is no coincidence that in 1948, when the Republic of a free

Korea won its freedom from Japan, they elected a Christian, a Methodist;

another recent president was a Presbyterian elder, and the present president is

a Roman Catholic.

But I must not let myself be carried away with beating the success

drums for Korean church growth. It speaks for itself (See KOREAN CHURCH
GROWTH in handout). There is one reason for church growth that I don’t

brag about. It is church schism . One of the hard facts of Korean church ^c 'r,

history is that one way the Korean church grows is by splitting. Where else in

the world will you find a Jesus Presbyterian Church and a Christ Presbyterian

Church and Jesus isn’t speaking to Christ. But by the grace of God, when a

Korean Presbyterian church splits, in ten years each half seems to grow to be as

large as the whole was before the split.

But my time has run out. Let me close with Seven Lessons we can
learn from the history of the church in Asia, beginning with this thesis: the
future of Christianity in the 2 1st century will be largely shaped by the rise of
the third world churches . But...

1. Christians will lose if they depend too long on political power,
national or foreign.

2. They will lose if they fail to be identified with and appreciate
their own national cultural heritage; and also if they fail

to bear a counter-cultural witness within that heritage.
3. They will lose if their enthusiasm for evangelism wanes and they
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do not share the Good News of Jesus Christ.
4. They will lose if they do not validate their spiritual message

with social compassion and integrity.

5. They will lose if they fail to produce educated leadership for
the nation and the church.

6. They will also lose, however, if they concentrate on social programs
to the neglect of the personal and corporate disciplines and
responsibilities of the Christian life.

7. And finally, Christians will lose everything if they abandon their

theological center: One God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; and one
Saviour, Jesus Christ; and one definitive, inspired rule of faith and
practice, the Scriptures.

And a final challenge to mission in Asia:
Confucius was born in Asia, and there are more Confucianists in Asia
than anywhere else in the world.

Buddha was born in Asia, and there are more Buddhists in Asia than
anywhere else in the world.

Hinduism was born in Asia and there are more Hindus in Asia than
anywhere else in the world.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and there are more Muslims in Asia than
anywhere else in the world, BUT:

Jesus Christ was born in Asia, why are there are fewer Christians in Asia,
in proportion to population, than on any other continent. And if so,
why does anyone think that the day of the missionary is over?

— Samuel Hugh Moffett
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OUTLINE AND STATISTICS

Three revolutions in Asia . (2 expectations & a reassessment)

296,000,000II. Four Asias : North (former USSR), pop.
West (Asian Middle East) 219,000,000

South Asia 1,461,000,000
East Asia (China, Korea, Japan..) 1,366,000,000

III. Five World Religions (total membership)

Christians 1,905,000,000 (33.6 % of world pop.
Islam 1,004,000.000 (12%
Non-religious 930,000,000 (16.3%
Hindus 770,000,000 ( 8%
Buddhists 340,000,000 ( 6%
Atheists 245,000,000 ( 5.6%
New religionists 125,000,000 ( 2%
Tribal religions 99,000,000 ( 1.8%

rv. World Christians (total, 1,905,300,000)

Roman Catholic

Protestant

Orthodox

1,034,300,000

572,000,000

187,000,000

V. Christians by Continent (total claimed members).

Latin America 89% Christian (440 m. out of 492 m.)
North America 78% " (230 m. " 289 m.)
Europe (+ USSR) 66% " (530 m. " 800 m.)

Africa 48% " (341 m. " 700 m.)
ASIA (inch W.Asia) 7% " (252 m. " 3,588 m.)

(adapted, LBMR Jan. 1995; World Almanac, 1995)
VI. CHRONOLOGY FOR EAST ASIA CHURCH HISTORY

1. Nestorian I (635-907), T’ang dynasty; Alopen
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One fact at least is difficult to dispute in any discussion of
ttr V hlo^LiL^

Christianity in Koreai It is growingp^ But it is growing so astound^

ingly. and so irregularly and spontaneously that no one really knows

how many Christians there are in Korea. MWt tku li ^

I am tempted therefore simply to stipulate the growth and to \ cooijci iJtv.iU

1 Wift'xU. i

concentrate on a more important question: not ^ many Korean Christ- i/ -nc

ians, but so many? Why, after 200 years of Catholicism and only
\ cU^^AtU t

.

100 years of Protestantism are there so many in one small corner of a

continent which has the reputation among all the world's continents of

being the most resistant to Christian expansion? Why in one half of a

once united nation in what is arguably the least Christian sector of

that most resistant continent is there such an astonishingly large

Christian community that the jury is still out trying to determine its

size?

Korean Church Statistics

^ But however much I would like to skip the statistics, they nrc_^ <rt
/)o C<y~rr>f^'^ ^ ^
the least^ an important background element to any discussion of the

reasons for Christian expansion. Let me sketch briefly the dimensions

and uncertainties of the estimates.

' oO

i
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2000 years— ( to i-mit^i th^yTi»g^t=d Chyastian-^ EncvcloT?ed*<rV6

figures^ f-er 108 S, fliid_^aing.^idw:^UHjLted Nation's -arbitrary d-iviei^Tr of

the world uito- eight "contitrep^^al" hla/'w - nn*L ^ at-g>gi^i-y rcligitHi*j

adhexenfcs r which st all-inclusive of religious measurement

and includes "followers of all kinds - professing, affiliated, prac-

the»r bs<Ji —ticing, non-pr-act icing, etc

2. North America
3. Europe
4. Oceania
5. Africa

87.1% -

84.2%
83.9%
45.4%

^ 1. Latin America was 93.6% Christian in j-

//

i( vssfi

5

6. U.S.S.R. 36.3% I

By,-eo*fewst 7. South Asia wae=raily 7.8% Chy^fee^ian
^

a»d 8. East Asia oj^:y 1.9%

So
y 4-

*^"*^*1

Eurfi this most general at catego/i<iM» t4^ony East Asia is

less than 2% Christian. Yet South Korea, according to the same

Encyclopedia, in mid-1980, five full years of growth ago, was already

estimated to be 30.5% Christian. Comparable figures for the other two

major components of the East Asia continental bloc were Japan 3% and

mainland China 0.2% (2/10 of 1%), / We shall have to look more criti-• ^ l^e

cally at the statistics shortly, but suffice it to say here that the

fact of growth, -phenomenal, numerical Christian growth in Korea is not

in dispute.

World Christian Encyclopedia, ed. D. Barrett. Oxford, 1982,
pp. 782-785. (hereafter W.C ,E ) Th^ 1985 figure is extrapolated from a
1970, statistical base. "fVc

^
(^/.Lryyv^ u..,,

^
Ibid . , p . 441

.
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S
On the other hand, all the statistical estimates are debatable.

eotTngitc? c\a/

They run from an overall of about 12.5 m. adherents (or 30.5%). by
'S A ^

t>4re enthusiastic celebrators of Korea's Christian centennials (Protest-

World Christian Encyclopedia already noted, to the lowest current

estimate of about 7 million (about 17.4%) reported by more skeptical

separates optimists from skeptics by 5 1/2 million, and cuts the total

number of reported Christians almost in half. Why the unmanageable

difference?

For one thing, church statistics are notoriously soft. The upper

register statistics of the optimists rely, for the most part on the

membership claims of Christian bodies which, consciously or not, are in

competition with each other. Moreover, in all good faith, the differ-

ent group ^ categories , Some use the loose

term adherents
, or 'Christian community". Others report communicant

or adult members. Still others count all baptized members including

infants (which is the usual Roman Catholic standard). The difference

1985 Miiu Hani^ Kidokkvo Yonkam . Seoul: Kidokkyo Munhwa-Sa, 1985.
(hereafter 1985 Ypnkam). pp. 37ff. It reports 9,736,396 Protestants,
excluding cults. The Roman Catholic Church reported 1.7 m. members at
the end of 1983 (Korea Herald 4/3/84)

3
ant and Catholic), and the slightly lower figure of 11 1/2 m. in the

observers who follow a government survey of October, 1983,^ This

between ^"adherents"
A and "adults" as the base can change the total by

one half to one third.

3

4
Ibid .

. p. 44
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It IS sometimes said, for example, that there are more Presby-

terians in Korea than in the United States, and it may be true. The

1985 Korean Protestant Yearbook cited above claims 6 1/2 million Korean

Presbyter ians ,«^d 1 1 i.en -UVeoM ^ American Presbyte-

nans usually report^about 4 million Presbyterians. But the former

figure is almost certainly "adherents"; the American figure probably

"communicants". The ^d Christian Encyclopedia recognizes the

difference. It reports, for 1980, a total of 4,300,000 Korean adult

Christians, but 10,145,000 "affiliated" (total recorded) Christians.^

^prefer the^ lower figures of what they

refer to as the "government census" of October 1, 1983.^ But

th«- ctaXi8>i»6 are flawed. The survey (it was not a census) was

conducted by local government offices and was published by the Ministry

of Culture and Information. It sampled people only over 18 years of

age, and depended on information from their family registries, assign-

ing the whole household to the family religion of the father.® Its
9

results

:

Buddhists 7,507,000 (18.8%)
Protestants 5,337,000 03.3%)
Catholics 1,591,000 (3.4%)
Confucianists 790,000 (2.0%)
Others 363,000 (0.9%)

TOTAL 39%
Total Christians 6,928,000 (17.3%)

1985 Yonkam . p. 38.

®W.C.E., p. 444.

c
Adrian Buzo, "Secularism Blunts Christianity's Impact onSouth Korea . W^U Street Journal. August 20, 1984, p. 11. His titlecorrectly identifies a trend. I question only the statistics.

8 .

IPresbyterianl Ngw?
,

lqtpqr (Seoul), February 29, 1984. (mimeographed).
Its results: Buddhists 7,507,000 (18.8%), Protestants 5,337,000 (13.3%)at olics 1,591,000 (3.4%), Confucianists 790,000 (2%), Others 363,000 (o!9%)

9
The detailed summaries by provinces are given in the 1985 Yonkam . p 44cited above. The population of Korea in 1983 was 40 million.

’
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I cannot resist adding my own educated but fallible guess to

the confusion. I will be assuming, in the rest of this paper that the

correct figure is somewhere between the highest and lowest estimates,

and after a respectful glance at the above statistics, I will conjec-

ture that there may have been 10 1/2 million Christian adherents in

South Korea at the end of 1985, out of a population of about 41 million,

as follows or about 23%,

Protestant 8,000,000 (19.5%)
Roman Catholics 1,850,000 (4,5%)
Cults (semi-Christian) 650,000 (16%) .,

10,500,000 (24%)^^

I am led to this approximate figure by a revealing 1983 Korea Survey by

a Gallop Poll affiliate in Korea which surveyed Korean young people

between 18 and 24 years of age and discovered that 30.4 "believed in

Christianity" (Protestants 24.3%; Roman Catholics 6.1) while only 12.1%

professed to follow Buddhism. This may indicate a»Tcr^nd in foTor o f q
A

mftfe itfi hpflt—£s4:-im4t®^ A year earlier in 1982, a different poll by the

same organization^ question!^ Koreans of all ages not just the youth,

found 29% professing Buddhism and 20% Christianity (Protestants 16%;

Catholics 4%)
fact the numbers reported by this and other surveys,

including those of the government, however flawed^they may be, indicate

a shocking decline of about one million Buddhists and an accelerating

rise in the number of Christians, particularly among Korean young people

1 2
in the those years from 1980-1983.

There may be fewer Protestants and more semi-Christian cultists,
or vice versa. The line between becomes blurred at times. I include in
"cults" both Mr. Moon's Unification Church and Elder Park's "Olive Tree
Church".

See summary in Newsletter . Royal Asiatic Society, Korea Branch,
June 20, 1983.

1 2
The same conclusion with slightly different figures is reached by

W. Cameron Hurst, III in UFSI Reports (Hammer N.H.) 1983/No. 26, p. 6
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But whether one chooses high, low or n.edian estimates, there is no
escaping the fact the Christianity has grown. l«,en my father reached
Seoul in 1890. there^y_-W*-heen between 10.000 and 17.000 Roman
Catholics.13 ^ ^ecords^shTwTnly 74 communicant Protestants. ^if,eT
I was a boy in Korea in 1930. noriv, a v> ffTM *rn-Frfc^ TinQ Ii an<L nouth . c w cii»c

4.5,000 Chri.,..„ „ a
there were 1.117.000 or about 5%. ^ Today there are 10.000.000.

or 23%. The largest single Methodist congregation in the world is in

Seoul. Korea, with over 10.000 members. The largest Presbyterian

congregation in the world is in Seoul. Korea, with about 60.000 members.
The largest Pentecostal congregation in the world is in Seoul. Korea.
claiming over 400.000 members. And there are said to be over |'.000

Protestant churches in Seoul.

Whether it is a good or bad thing, this rapid growth, is another
matter. But there has been growth. The next question is why?

14^3r

1 5„

.

igures compiled in my letter of November 1, 1980.
cut L cUm'
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Why The Church Grew .

If it is difficult to measure the numerical growth of Korean

Christianity, how much more difficult is the task of trying to deter-

mine why it grew? Quantification at least deals with measurables,

however ambiguous and irregular the statistics may be. But what is

the measure of a vigorous, volatile religious faith and its intricately

complex relationships to a national culture, initially hostile, and in

constant, rapid change?

In 1934 my father, Samuel Austin Moffett, in whose territory the

first quickening of Protestant church growth had broken out forty years

earlier, looked back over fifty years of Protestant missions in Korea

and summed it all up in one memorable sentence, "For fifty years we

have held up before these people the Word of God and the Holy Spirit

1

8

has done the rest." It was true, theologically speaking, but is that

enough of an explanation? In 1896, two years after the flood of

conversions in the northeast began, Moffett's seminary classmate and

fellow missionary, Daniel Gifford, traveled north from Seoul to see

what was happening. The work, he wrote, "has spread like wildfire".

Austin, not Addison. This was one of careful Latourette's fewmistakes. pf.thg Expansion .of Christianity , vol. VI, p, 422.

Roy Shearer's graphic and thorough analysis in Wildfire:
^r9V.

<:
.

h ip K9p^a . (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966) pp. 111-135- andJong Hyeong Lee, "Samuel Austin Moffett, His Life and Work in the
Development of the Presbyterian Church of Korea, 1890-1936" Ph.D.
dissertation, Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, pp. 69-122.

18
H.A. Rhodes, ed. Fiftigph Anniyqrsarv Celebration of the Korea

Church in the U.S.A. (Seoul: YMCA Press,
934) itlL ^ H rf^) rz j>. .

19
D.L. Gifford, letter to the Board of Foreign Missions (Northern

resbyterian). Sept. 1, 1896, from the unpublished mimeographed
summary, Utters

, vol. 6, p. 11. The complete Gifford letter ison reel #178 of the microfilm collection now in the Presbyterianistorical Society, Philadelphia. oiU.

T.ly a.., ,st4. cxw., r
p

‘ ^

'
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But Gifford's letter added some less theological and more geographical

and anthropological conjectures about reasons for the growth. The

people are different in the northeast, he suggested. The men there are

bright, spirited, agressive in Christian work and not dominated by a

Confucian aristocracy to the same extent as farther south.

Roy Shearer's classic study. Wildfire: Church Growth in Knr..

takes Its title from Gifford's letter and uses it to call attention to

the regional unevenness of Korean church growth.^® Two earlier studies

had already pointed out its chronological unevenness. A.W. Wasson in

1934 divided Southern Methodist growth into six irregular periods of

alternating growth and decline. That same year, H.A. Rhodes'

fiftieth anniversary Presbyterian statistics revealed a roughly

parallel series of early rise, rapid growth, intermittent recessions
22and resumed growth.

T PP* 82-83 and Note especially hisrevealing charts of Presbyterian communicant membership in differentprovinces from 1885 to 1930.
^

periods, based on figures for communicants and
p tioners combined, are: 1, Planting and early rise (1896-1905)

2. Rapid growth (1906-1910)
3. First serious decline (1911-1919)
4. Second rapid growth (1920-24)
5. Second decline (1925-28)
6. Upward trent (1929-30)

22
Rhodes' statistics disclose the differences in growth patternswhen the categories are more sharply drawn between total adLrents,

childreT”“rrT^®’
‘catechisms (probationers) and total baptizedchildren. But his graph for total adherents also suggests six periods-

^ (1884-1894); (2) Rapid growth (1904-1909); (3) Checked

ml second rapid growth (1919-

1933)’ I A ll . n'""
^1^24-1929); (6) Third rapid growth (1929-

U I a' lRR‘f:,Q,/? fc’
pf t^f; Kppea Mission. Presbyterian Ch„r.h

(Seoul: Chosen Presbyterian Mission, 1934) p. 563ff.
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These studies focussed on the growth up to 1934. The trend since

then has continued to spiral upwards, save for a third recession in the

five war years (1940-45). In fact, despite considerable persecution

during World War II, the total Christian community has almost doubled

in every decade since 1940, tripling the prewar rate of growth from a

100% increase in thirty years to a 100% growth about every ten years.

But granted that the growth_jjas_jjnev^^ made the church grow^

(or not grow in different places and at different times in Kore^? Was

it the grace of God,(^s Moffett acknowledged?) Then how significant is

the human factor^hich Gifford pointed out?) Was the growth due more to

regional differences, or to changing times? Wise mission methods or

Korean leadership? Personal evangelism, revivals and conservative

theology; or radical protest and social service; Christian truth or

cultural environment? All these factors have been persuasively put

forth at one time or another as the basic secret of the spread of

Korean Christianity, yet no simple explanation quite satisfies.

Consider first some of the religious and ecclesiastical reasons

Christians advance to explain the "church growth explosion" in Korea,

noting also the questions raised by every explanation.

Suppose we argue, as many missionaries including myself have

done, that the Great Korean Revival that swept through the peninsula

from 1903 or 1904 to 1908 was a primary reason for church growth.^
, ,

23„ . -

The statistics are based on figures of 40,000 to 130,575 Roman
120,000 to 220.000 Protestants in 1910

and 1940, from Charles Iglehart, "Korea" in The 20th Century Encvrlo-
Pf (Schall-Herzoq, 1955); and unpublished

ferld Christian Encyclopedia
(Oxford, 1982), and updated in a 1980 letter.

54.

Wasson's table of Methodist and Presbyterian membership (commun-
icants and probationers) lists 23,700 in 1903-04 and 91,912 in 1908-09.c^., p. 166. Most Protestants at that time belonged to those twodenom matrons.
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In the five years of the revival, membership of Protestant churches

increased four-fold. But did not the rapid growth begin in 1894, not

1903? Shearer is persuasive on this point. The revival he wrote,

peaked in 1907 and "sat in the center of a period of amazing church

growth... [it] was not the cause of it".^^ But the revival did make its

impact* It accelerated and cleansed the growth.

Many observers have credited the remarkable rise of Christianity

in Korea to another factor, the missionary policies of the Protestant

missionary pioneers. As early as 1890 the northern Presbyterian

mission (U.S.A.) adopted what is called "the^Nevius method", named for

a China missionary, a Princeton seminary graduate of the class of 1850

who in turn derived from Henry Venn and Rufus Anderson the famous

"three-self principles" of a mission strategy. It stressed a quick

transition from mission leadership to self-government in the national

churches, self-support and s e If -propagat ion . To these original
/

emphases, on ecclesiastical independence, lay evangelism and self-

reliant financial responsibility^ the Korea missionaries added a strong

foundational program of Bible study through systematic winter and

summer Bible classes, not just for the leadership but for all believers.

This in turn led to a widespread literacy campaign in the churches to

ensure that all Christians could read the Bible.

Press
pf Korea (N.Y.: Friendship

_

ess, 19621 pp. 52-54. A more thorough study is Hazel T. Watson's

SemlnIrJ, ^969 Theological

26
Shearer, ^E,. p. 55 .
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3

Out of these Bible classes came the primary agents of the advance of

the faith in Korea. Not the foreign missionary, though missionaries

did the r^t planting. Not even the national church leaders, though

they were faithful evangelists and pastors. But the laymen and

27laywomen of the Korean church.

*1Vc

^Nevius Plan, however, is not without its critics, and does not by

itself account for the growth of the Korean church, though Presbyteri-

ans who practiced it with the most discipline have sometimes pointed to

it as the reason why Presbyterianism in Korea so rapidly outstripped

the growth of Catholicism and Methodism. But as Shearer gently notes

^
Presbyterians did not always grow best where they practised the method,

28
and sometimes grew where they didn't.

Some of the severest critics of the Nevius Method have been Korean

Christians. It has been accused, for example, of impoverishing Chris-

tians intellectually and economically by the withholding of scholar-

ships and financial support. It has been criticized for so over-empha-

sizing lay leadership and popular Bible study classes that it undercut

the development of mature critical judgement and broader theological

29perspectives in the professional leadership of the churches.

27^ , . .

For an enthusiastic study of this policy see Charles Allen
Clark, The, Nevius. Plan For M Work in Korea (Seoul: YMCA Press,
1937), a revised edition of his Chicago University Ph.D. dissertation,
Tti.g. Koj.ean Church and the Nevius Methods (Ney York: Revell, 1928). ^ c,

c. tikiwi
,

[SetJ’r |4va /

Shearer, cit .
. pp. 80, 184f.

29
Sung-Chun Chun, Sx.hi.sm. Unitv in the Protestant Churches of

^-I-ga (Seoul: CLSK, 1979). This was originally a Ph.D. dissertation,
Yale 1955. See esp. pp, 75-96, 171, 182-183, 199. He quotes dispar-
agingly a much-cited statement by an early Presbyterian missionary:
"Seek to Keep his [i.e., the Korean minister's] education sufficiently
in advance of the average education of his people to secure respect and
prestige, but not enough ahead to excite envy or a feeling of separa-
"tion (W.D. Reynolds, "The Native Ministry" in The Korean Repository
(Seoul), vol. III (May, 1896) p. 201.
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j|4
But whatever defects the method may have had, the one denomination

that officially adopted the plan is the one which can now claim as

adherents two-thirds of all the Protestants in Korea.

3Q 'TlvU w
^>Based on the latest and most optimistic of current reports ^church membership^ The figures are higher than the average of^c'^nt

estimates, and are found in the 1985 Mjiu Hanin , . . Yonkam (19^ Chri«-
Appp^l ) p, 38. (See the word of caut ion above

, p . It list

s

total claimed adherents of Protestant denominations (excluding semi-
Christian cults), as follows:

Presbyterians (32 bodies)
Methodists (4 bodies)
Pentecostals (7)
Evangelical/Holiness (3)
Baptist (4)

Salvation Army (1)
Nazarene (1)

Anglican (1)

Lutheran (1)

Other (6)

67% of all Protestants
10.3% " " " "

8.1% *' " " "

6.5% " ” " "

5.2% " " " "

0.9% " " " "

0.8% " " " "

0.5% " " " "

.05% " " " "

0.6% " " " "

6,518,563 adherents
1,007,737 *'

793.187
635,364 *'

505,300
90,700
77,100
47,200
5,268

56,000

/n

i v»

I
' '1

TtVv lh^U/0 Ivi •

'l/^

OlSi)

1.7

2 .O tH.

in.^o*OiA

V 5. .

<6#

%

M

M

M

C. 6 Hi,
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All due credit should be given to the wise but fallible Protestant

pioneers and their Nevius Plan, but Korean church history reminds us

world, the first to bring the prohibited Christian faith into the

country were insiders not outsiders, Koreans not missionaries.

scholar, 27 years old, who went to China for books on science and

mathematics from Europeans at the Chinese capital, and came back the

same year, converted and baptized, with the books he sought, but also

with a determination to start a church. Within five years he had a

are interesting. The Catholic historian, Father Andreas Choi gives

four: the open hospitality of the Korean sarane (visitors' room),

Korean love of conversation, their intense curiosity about the outside

world, and prior information ^
• through Christian

foreign missionary, a Chinese, was able to enter forbidden Korea.

Switzerland: Nouvel le Revue d_e Sciences Missionaires , 1961) pp. 17-38,
esp. 25, 33. He might have added a fifth reason: opportunity for
independence and initiative. The hierarchy was far away in Peking, and
the eager Korean converts, innocently ignorant of church tradition
proceeded to elect their own priests, administer all the sacraments
including the mass, and choose their day of worship by the lunar
calendar, which therefore did not often fall on Sunday.

22 Clw, w, 11^7-

^In 1593 a Jesuit priest, Gregorio de Cespedes had entered Korea
for two short months but not as a missionary to Korea. He was a

chaplain with invading Japenese troops, and so far as is known spoke to
no Koreans. (Ibid., p. 5)

that, as one missionary put it,

31
ahead of the missionary" In

always been one stop

In Korea, as in few other parts of the

For the Catholics, in 1784, it was Yi Sung-Hun, a Korean Confucian

community of a thousand. The reasons suggested for tie rapid growth ^

literature brought from China. A
before the first

33

origines du^ Catholicisme en Coree, 1592-1837 (Schoneck-Beckenr ied

,

Archibald Campbell

Andreas Choi, L ' erect ion du premier Vicaiat apostoligue et les
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So also with the Protestants. A Korean ginseng merchant, ^6

Sang-Yun, converted by Scottish missionaries in Manchuria, brought back

into Korea gospel poiitions he had helped them translate into the

Korean phonetic. He returned to his home village and a whole year

before the arrival of the first Protestant foreign missionary in 1884

• • • • 34 Th 1.S was
had formed a Christian fellowship in his home village.

self-support, self-government and self-propagation before there was any

Nevius Plan in Korea.

A corollary to this is that when the Protestant foreign mission-

df XG 6
did come, they came without the stigma of western colonialism

adding to the burden of their foreignness, for in Korean history

colonialism has been Asiatic and Japanese not western. Since the later

years of the 19tlj4, Korean attitudes to the introduction of Christian-

ity have been markedly friendlieis thdn in most of Asia nad Africa. The

introduction was by Koreans, and the missionaries were not conquerors.

34
Lak-S:Eoon George Paik, The History of Protestant Missions in

Korea * revised 2nd ed, (Seoul: Yonsei Univ., 1971) pp. 52, 54, 138-139.
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^ 11^1

calU.ut al . religious . pol i t i ca

K

Not all the factors contributing to church growth have been

ecclesiastical or theological or the consequence of mission policies

and practice. Secular and non-theo logical elements have often fur-

thered the progress of the gospel. This was particularly true in the

history of Protestantism.

Protestant Christianity came to Korea at a time of total breakdown

in the social, political and religious life of the nation. The

500-year-old Yi dynasty (1392-1910) was tottering to its fall and Korea

was slowly but inexorably losing its independence to the rising empire

of Japan. In the process Confucianism, as the official faith and

social foundation of the doomed dynasty, was becoming discredited.

Buddhism had been declining even longer. It had lost its hold on the

nation in the fall of an older dynasty which was Buddhist (the Koryo

dynasty, 918-1392). The traditions of centuries were falling in

clusters. Set adrift from the old landmarks and numbed by despair,

many Koreans not surprisingly turned with hope to the new, self-

confident faith of the Christians.

In this time of weakening religious faith, and loss of national

identity, when Christians spoke of their religion as "glad tidings"

(£9.
11

.™ ,
) many were eager to hear more. They were told of a God above

all gods, named (or Banunim) which sounded familiar and

35
complete vacuum, of course. Even in decline the old

faiths continued to be a powerful force. Confucianist still dominated
the social fabric and shamanism the religious mind. Both were in-
creasingly displaced by Christianity but not without in turn influ-
encing It. See Ryu Tong-Sik, Hgji&uk JonAkVQ wa Kidokkvo (Korean Re-
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comfortably Korean. With a rare sensitivity for cultural contextuali-

zation the missionaries and their Korean colleagues had decided to call

the God of the Bible by the name of an almost forgotten and no longer

widely worshipped god of a very old Korean tradition. Depending on how

it was spelled or pronounced, it literally meant "the One", or

36
Heaven . As for the Bible, they deliberately chose to put it not

into the difficult Chinese characters loved by the intellectual elite

but into the simple, authentically Korean phonetic (han£ul

)

which,

though invented by a 15th century Korean king, had for centuries been

dismissed by Confucian scholars as fit only for women and children.

Thus Protestant Christianity seemed to the people to come not so

much as the denial of all things Korean but as an ally in recovering

forgotten or long-disused treasures ot the old traditions. Even non-

Christians came eventually to recognize unanticipated benefits of the

impact of Christianity upon Korean society. In a turbulent transi-

tional period it helped to form bonds of social and intellectual unity

while the nation's political integrity was dissolving.

36.

.
letters (Seoul. Nov. 1, 1893 and Pyongyang,

Apr. 14, 1894); W.M. Baird, letter (Fusan, Nov. 21, 1893); H.G. Under-
wood, letter (Seoul, Feb. 9. 1894); Mrs. H.G. Underwood (Seoul, May 28,
1894 and Aug. 16, 1894); S.F. Moore (Seoul, Oct. 29, 1894). All the
above are summarized in Letters, op. ^ Hananim was the name
also adopted by the new indigenous Korean religion, Cb'ondokvo . for its

Korea: A Cultural
(Seoul: Chung'ang Univ. Press, 1972) pp. 416 ff.

37 „_,
The translation of the Scriptures into Korean has given to this

people a new vocabulary—not foreign but reborn... It has given to the
simple-minded peasant the vocabulary of the scholar and prophet. It
has brought the classes near together by making a common speech for
them all. It has formed the basis upon which a general and universal
education can be reared." Korea .Mission Field (Seoul, vol. 5, no. 5;
May, 1909), p. 82, a year before annexation by Japan.
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The relation of Christianity to the old religions was not so

accommodating. On the surface Christians rigorously and forthrightly

rejected them all as pagan. But they were not so inflexible as to

forbid accommodation wherever it could be theologically justified, and

as actually practiced, this uneasy tension between condemnation and

adaptation promoted growth. The insistence on separation demanded

decision and gave to the new faith the authority of total commitment.

Accommodation provided bridges for more comfortable passage from the

old to the new. Some indeed attributed the success of Christianity to

its becoming too much like the old religions, not too much opposed to

them. Like Confucianism Christianity taught righteousness and revered

learning; like Buddhism it sought purity and promised a future life;

and like shamanism it accepted without secular doubts a world of

spirits beyond the world of matter. More critical observers accused it

of being as authoritarian as Confucianism, and as superstitious as

38
Buddhists or shamanists.

Christians did indeed respect learning. Education became a part

of the church's plans for expansion as early as 1884, when R.S. McClay,

Methodist superintendent of the Japan Mission against all odds persuaded

the isolationist Korean court to grant permission for the opening of a

39
school. The first Christian school was opened by Appenzeller in 1886.

38
G. Cameron Hurst III ( op.cit

.

* p. 10, n. 19) cites David Kwang-
Sun Suh ' s description: "Korean Protestantism has almost been reduced
to a Christianized mudang religion". Less exaggerated is the analysis
of Prof. Son Bong-Ho, chairman of the philosophy department of Hankuk
University of Foreign Studies, who pinpoints the primary dangers of
shamanizing Christianity" as obsession with success and the pursuit of
blessings . ( Some Dangers of Rapid Growth", in Korean. Chur ch Growth

Press, 1983, pp. 337-339).

Charles Sauer, ed.. Within the Gate (Seoul: Methodist News
Service, 1934) p. 3, 7 ff.

, ed. by Ro Bong-Rin and Marlin L, Nelson, Seoul: Word of Life
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By 1908 missionaries were writing, "We are in the midst of an educational

revolution. The old Confucian scholars lose their proud seats to those

who know both Chinese and Western learning. So strong has been the

leadership of the church that... the course of study used in Christian

schools has been the pattern for unbelievers' schools as well..,"^*^

Matching the revolutionary impact of Christianity upon education in

Korea was its introduction of western medicine. Shamanist promises were

no match for the demonstrated healing powers of missionary doctors and

mission hospitals and the medical schools they founded. Christians

offered service to the poor and the neglected with the same sincerity as To

the king and queen. But what the coming of Christianity did for Korean

women was perhaps the most radical revolution of all. No catalogue of

reasons for the growth of Christianity can be complete which ignores its

contributions to the modernizing of the Korean social fabric; its

shattering of class barriers, and its liberation of women from the

restraints of a male-dominated Confucian culture. It is no accident that

the world's largest women's college is in Korea, and that it is a

Christian institution.

Two final factors must be mentioned, factors that on first thought

would be expected to hinder the growth of Christianity but which

surprisingly have sometimes had the opposite effect. These are church

schism and government oppression.

Cfi.p.tennial Papers . Pyengyang: Korean Mission of the
Presbyterian Church in Korea, 1909, p. 82.
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It is with no pride that I list church division among the causes

of chruch growth. I would prefer to think that Christianity has grown

in Korea in spite of the bitterness of its fractures. But there are

too many depressingly discernible instances of correlation between

division and growth, fission and energy. Presbyterians, for example,

are by far the largest Protestant community, and also the most divided.

(See the chart on p. 12). They are split into 32 different denomina-

tions, five large ones and 27 splinter groups. There are four divi-

sions in Methodism, seven among Pentecostals , four among Baptists.

Some say Korean Christians grow faster the less ecumenical they

are. I would disagree, but must admit to some truth in the observa-

tion. The Korean National Council of Churches, originally representa-

tive of all but a small fraction of Korea's Protestants, today repre-

sents only about a third. In Korea when churches split, in an amazing-

ly short time each side of the schism seems to be as large or larger

than the sum total of the united body before division.

In much the same puzzling way opposition by governments has both

hindered and fostered church growth. Persecution of Christians in the

northwest under the local Yi dynasty magistrates preceded the first

41
explosion of church growth in 1894. Later, the ordeals and persecu-

c

tions of the Japanese period slowed, but Would not stop the growth.

When persecution is intense and prolonged it can for a time wipe out

the organized ecclesiastical structure as it has in North Korea since

1945. Two-thirds of the Christians of Korea were once in the north,

41
Jong-Hyeong Lee, "Converting Harrassments into Opportunities",

in his dissertation, op . c it .

.

p. 83-93.
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but there are now no regularly-meeting, organized congregations left,

though reports persist of possible changes already taking place.

In the Japenese period, however, oppression only strengthened the

fiber of the church and laid the groundwork for future growth.

Christians were the backbone of the great, non-violent Korean demon-

strations of 1919 and were brutally repressed. Again in the years

before World War II Christians fought against compromise with Japanese-

imposed worship at Shinto shrines and were persecuted for their

resistance. Ultimately, however, these incidents only served to

identify the church ^n^ the popular mind with national patriotism and

anti-colonialism. ^ helpJ to explain the enormous popularity of

Christianity after the war.

In a somewhat similar fashion, the current widespread involvement

of Christians in movements for human rights and labor reforms and

democratic freedom have again won the respect of significant non-

Christian elements of the population, particularly in the universities.

Undoubtedly this accounts for a part of a strong rise in the number of

young people who now identify themselves as "believing in Christianity",

a higher percentage than among older people, as noted above (p. 5),

But this argument cannot be carried too far. There is a consider-

able difference in the popular appeal of the protest in 1919 against a

foreign, colonializing military power, and the anti-government de™,n-

sti^ns of students today against their own government. Observers

Oct. 3
1^^'

l98"
(Richmond, Va.: S. Baptist Mission Board,

clai^med \o rep;esent^7^“^7^^^^^^^^
population of 20 million. Also reported weVe VsTrdrine^'pas^ or"s

some7TL7:^7SX7s’ ' ‘--Nation of the New Testament, and
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admit that the portion of Korea's Christians who seem to be actively

involved in the current protests are comparatively small, even when a

Catholic cardinal and the National Council of Churches support the

protests

.

One other fact suggests caution in placing too much emphasis on

the link between nationalism, politics and church growth. If partici-

pation in the national independence movement of 1919 was so much a

factor in the growth of Christianity, why has Chundokyo. the indigenous

Korean religion which in some respects was even more actively responsi-

ble for the 1919 demonstrations than Christianity, virtually disap-

peared from the religious charts? Both were highly visible and equally

active and probably about even numerically in 1919. Both won the

gratitude and admiration of the people for their patriotism and courage.

But today a government survey reveals that there are more than 100

Christians to every follower of Chundokyo in Korea.

What, then, made Korean Christianity grow? All the above, of

course. And in a deeper sense, none of the above. Even the most

secular of historians must admit at times to the mystery in history, and

the church historian, mindful that the more decisive areas of Christian

growth are beyond the reach of statistics, finds himself at the end of a

paper like this quoting scripture: "I [Paul] planted, Apollos watered,

but God gave the growth." (l Cor. 3:6).

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Princeton, New Jersey
April 1, 1986

43
118,^ Yonkam. op. cit., p. 43.
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If it is difilcult to measure the numerical growth of Korean

Christianity, how much more difficult is the task of trying to

determine why it grew? Statistical Quantification at least deals

with measurables, however ambiguous and irregular the statistics

may be. But what is the measure of a vigorous, volatile religious

faith and its intricately complex relationships to a national culture,

initially hostile, and in constant, rapid change?

In 1934 my father, Samuel Austin Moffett*^, in whose territory

the first quickening of Protestant church growth had broken out

forty years earlier^^ looked back over fifty years of Protestant

missions in Korea and summed it all up in one memorable

sentence, “For fifty years we have held up before these people the

Word of God, and the Holy Spirit has done the rest."^^ It was

true, theologically speaking, but is that enough of an explanation

for the growth ? In 1896, two years after the flood of conversions

in the northeast began, Moffett’s seminary classmate and fellow

missionary, Daniel Gifford, traveled north from Seoul to see what

was happening. The work, he wrote, “has spread like wildfire.

But Gifford’s letter added some less theological and more

geographical and anthropological conjectures about reasons for

the growth. The people are different in the northeast, he suggest-

ed. The men there are bright, spirited, agressive in Christian work

— 786—
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and not dominated by a Confucian aristocracy to the same extent

^'Roy^he'^ert' classic study, W.Ufire t Church Growth ,u Korea, takes

its title form Gifford’s letter and uses it to call a«emion to the

regional unevenness of Korean church growth. Two earlier

studies had already pointed out its chr°"ologtcal “™ness.
^

W Wasson in 1934 divided Southern Methodist growth mto six

irregular periods of alternating growh and decline. > That same

vear H A Rhodes’ fiftieth anniversary Presbyterian statistics

revelled a roughly parallel series of early rise, rapid growth,

intermittent recessions and resumed growth.’

^he trend
These studies focussed on the growth up o •

since then has continued to spiral upwards, save for a third

recession in the five war years(1940-45). In fact, despite consider-

able persecution during world War II. the total Chnstian commu

nity Ls almost doubled in every decade since 1940 tnplmg th

prewar rate of growth from a 100% mcrease in thirty years to

100% growth about every ten years.®’
. . u v.

But granted that the growth was uneven, what made the churc

grow oT not grow in different places and at different times in

Lrea^ Was it the grace of God, as Moffett acknowledged. Then

how significant is the human factor which Gifford pointed ou

^

Was the growth due more to regional differences, or to changing

1" ^ W^se mission methods or Korean leadership ? Persona

evangelism, revivals and conservative theology, or radical prot^

and social service, Christian truth or cultural environmen .

these factors have been persuasively put forth at one time or

another as the basic secret of the spread of Korean Chnstiamty.

Theological and Missiological Factors

Consider first some of the religious ecclesiastical

• • .1 _ iTt-rtt*!!" n PXDlOSlOn
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Korea, noting also the questions raised by every explanation.

Suppose we argue, as many missionaries including myself have

done, the Great Korean Revival that swept through the peninsula

from 1903 or 1904 to 1908 was a primary reason for church

growth.®^

In the five years of the revival, membership of Protestant

churches increased four-fold^°\ But did not the rapid growth

begin in 1894, not 1903 ? Shearer is persuasive on this point. The

revival he wrotj^e, peaked in 1907 and “Sat in the center of a

period of amazing church growth... [it] was not the cause of

it.”^^^ But the revival did make its impact. It accelerated and

cleansed the growth.

Many observers have credited the remarkable rise of Chris-

tianity in Korea to another factor, the missionary policies of the

Protestant missionary pioneers. As early as 1890 the northern

Presbyterian mission(U.S.A.) adopted what is called “the

Nevius method”, named for a China missionary, a Princeton

seminary graduate of the class of 1850 who in turn dervied from

Henry Venn and Rufus Anderson the famous “three-self princi-

ples” of a mission strategy. It stressed a quick transition from

mission leadership to self-goverment in the national churches,

self-support and self-propagation. To these original emphases on

ecclesiastical indenpendence, lay evangelism and self-reliant finan-

cial responsibility, the Korean missionaries added a strong foun-

dational program of Bible study through systematic winter and

summer Bible classes, not just for the leadership but for all

believers. This in turn led to a widespread literacy campaign in the

churches to ensure that all Christians could read the Bible.

Out of these Bible classes came the primary agents of the

advance of the faith in Korea. Not the foreign missionary, though

missionaries did the early planting. Not even the national church

leaders, though they were faithful evangelists and pastors. But the

laymen and laywomen of the Korean church.^^^

The Nevius Plan, however, is not without its critics, and does

not by itself account for the growth of the Korean church, though
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Presbyterians who practiced it with the most discipline have

sometimes pointed to it as the reason why Presbyterianism in

Korea so rapidly outstripped the growth of Catholicism and

Methodism. But as Shearer gently notes Presbyterians did not

always grow best where they practiced the method, and sometimes

grew where they didn’t.^^^

Some of the severest critics of the Nevius Method have been

Korean Christians. The method has been accused, for example, of

impoverishing Christians inteUectuaUy and economicaUy by the

withholding of scholarships and fmancial support. It has been

criticized for so over-emphasizing lay leadership and popular Bible

study classes that it undercut the development of mature critical

judgement and broader theological perspectives in the profes-

sional leadership of the churches."'*^

But whatever defects the method may have had, the one

denomination that officially adopted the plan is the one which can

now claim as adherents two-thirds of all the Protestants in

Korea.^®*

All due credit should be given to the wise but fallible Protestant

pioneers and their Nevius Plan, but Korean church history

reminds us that, as one missionary put it, “The Koreans have

always been one step ahead of the missionary. In Korea, as in

few other parts of the world, the first to bring the prohibited

Christian faith into the country were insiders not outsiders,

Koreans not missionaries.

For the Catholics, in 1784, it was Yi Sung-Hun, a Korean

Confucian scholar, 27 years old, who went to China for books on

science and mathematics from Europeans at the Chinese capital,

and came back the same year, converted and baptized, with the

books he sought, but also with a determination to start a church.

Within five years he had a community of a thousand. The reasons

suggested for such rapid growth in a closed land are interesting.

The Catholic historian, Father Andreas Choi gives four : the open

hospitality of the Korean sarang (visitors’ room), Korean love of

conversation, their intense curiosity about the outside world, and
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prior information about the new religion through Christian litera-

ture brought from China.'’> This aU started the years before the

first foreign missionary, a Chinese, was able to enter forbidden

Korea.

So also with the Protestants. A Korean ginseng merchant, So

Sang-Yun, converted by Scottish missionaries in Manchuria,

brought back into Korea gospel portions he had helped them

translate into the Korean phonetic. He returned to his home

village and a whole year before the arrival of the first Protestant

foreign missionary in 1884 had formed a Christian fellowship in

his home village.^®* This was self-support, self-government and

self-propagation before there was any Nevius Plan in Korea.

A corollary to this is that when the Protestant foreign mission-

aries did come, they came without the stigma of western colonial-

ism adding to the burden of their foreignness, for in Korean

history colonialism has been Asiatic and Japanese not western.

Since the later years of the 19th c., Korean attitudes to the

introduction of Christianity have been markedly friendlier than in

most of Asia and Africa. The introduction was by Koreans, and

the missionaries were not conquerors.

Non-Theological Factors : cultural, religious, political

Not all the factors contributing to church growth have been

ecclesiastical or thelogical or the consequence of mission policies

and practice. Secular and non-theological elements have often

furthered the progress of the gospel. This was particularly true in

the history of Protestantism.

Protestant Christianity came to Korea at a time of total break-

down in the social, political and religious life of the nation. The

500-year-old Yi dynasty(1392- 1910) was tottering to its fall and

Korea was slowly but inexorably losing its indepenence to the

rising empire of Japan. In the process Confucianism, as the official

faith and social foundation of the doomed dynasty, was becoming
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discredited. Buddhism had been declining even longer. It had lost

its hold on the nation in the faU of an older dynasty which was

Buddhist (the Koryo dynasty, 918-1392). The traditions of cen-

turies were falling in clusters. Set adrift from the old landmarks

and numbed by despair, many Koreans not surprisingly turned

with hope to the new, self-confident faith of the Christians.

In this time of weakening religious faith, and loss of national

identity, when Christians spoke of their reUgion as “glad tidings"

(pokum) many were eager to hear more. They were told of a God

above all gods, named Hananim{or Hanunim) which sounded famil-

iar and comfortably Korean. With a rare sensitivity for cultural

contextualization the missionaries and their Korea colleagues had

decided to call the God of the Bible by the name of an almost

forgotten and no longer widely worshipped god of a very old

Korean tradition. Depending on how it was spelled or pro-

nounced, it literadly menat “the One", or “Heaven As for the

Bible, they deliberately chose to put it not into the difficult Chinese

characters loved by the inteUectual elite but into the simple,

authentically Korean phonetic (Hangul) which, though invented by

a 15th century Korean king, had for centuries been dismissed by

Confucian scholars as fit only for women and children.

Thus Protestant Christianity seemed to the people to come not

so much as the denial of all things Korean but as an ally in

recovering forgotten of long-disused treasures of the old traditions.

Even non-Christians came eventually to recognize unanticipated

benefits of the impact of Christianity upon Korean society. In a

turbulent transitional period it helped to form bonds of social and

intellectual unity while the nation’s political integrity was

dissolving.^^’

The relation of Christianity to the old religions was not so

accommodating. On the surface Christians rigorously and forth-

rightly refected them all as pagan. But they were not so inflexible

as to forbid accommodation wherever it could be theologically

justified, and as actuaUy practiced, this uneasy tension between

condemnation and adaptation promoted growth. The insistence
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on separation demanded decision gave to the new faith the

authority of total commitment. Accommodation provided bridges

for more comfortable passage from the old to the new. Some
indeed attributed the success of Christianity to its becoming too

much like the old religions, not too much opposed to them. Like

Confucianism Christianity taught righteousness and revered learn-

ing
;

like Buddhism it sought purity and promised a future life

;

and like shamanism it accepted without secular doubts a world of

spirits beyond the world of matter. More critical observers accused

it of being as authoritarian as Confucianism, and as superstitious

as Buddhists or shamanists.^^^

Christians did indeed respect learning. Education became a part

of the church’s plans for expansion as early as 1884, when R. S.

McGlay, Methodist superintendent of the Japan Mission against

all odds persuaded the isolationist Korean court to grant permis-

sion for the opening of a school.2^> The first Christian school was
opened by Appenzeller in 1886.

By 1908 missionaries were writing, “We are in the midst of an
educational revolution. The old Confucian scholars lose their

proud seats to those who know both Chinese and Western learn-

ing. So strong has been the leadership of the churh that ... the

course of study used in Christian schools has been the pattern for

unbelievers’ schools as well

Matching the revolutionary impact of Christianity upon educa-

tion in Korea was its introduction of western medicine. Shamanist
Promises were no match for the demonstrated healing powers of

missionary doctors and mission hospitals and the medical schools

they founded. Christians offered service to the poor and the

neglected with the same sincerity as to the king and queen. But

what the coming of Christianity did for Korean women was

perhaps the most radical revolution of all. No catalogue of reasons

for the growth of Christianity can be complete which ignores its

contributions to the modernizing of the Korean social fabric ; its

shattering of class barriers, and its liberation of women from the

restraints of a male-dominated Confucian culture. It is no accident
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that the world’s largest women’s college is in Korea, and that it is

a Christian institution.

Two final factors must be mentioned, factors that on first

thought would be expected to hinder the growth of Christianity

but which surprisingly have sometimes had the opposite effect.

These are church schism and government oppression.

It is with no pride that I list church division among the causes

of clu^pch growth. I would prefer to think that Christianity has

grown in Korea in spite of the bitterness of its fractures. But there

are too many depressingly discernible instances of correlation

between division and growth, fission and energy. Presbyterian, for

example, are by far the largest Protestant community, and also the

most divided. They are split into 32 different denominations, five

large ones and 27 splinter groups. There are four divisions in

Methodism, seven among Pentecostals, four among Baptists.

Some say Korean Christians grow faster the less ecumenical

they are. I would disagree, but must admit to some truth in the

observation. The Korean National Council of Churches, originally

representative of all but a small fraction of Korea’s Protestants,

today represents only about a third. In Korea when churches split,

in an amazingly short time each side of the schism seems to be as

large or larger than the sum total of the united body before

division.

In much the same puzzling way opposition by governments has

both hindered and fostered church growth. Persecution of Chris-

tians in the northwest under the local Yi dynasty magistrates

precedes the first explosion of church growth in 1894.^®^ Later, the

ordeals and persecutions of the Japanese period slowed, but could

not stop the growth.

When persecution is intense and prolonged it can for a time

wipe out the organized ecclesiastical structure as it has in North

Korea since 1945. Two-thirds of the Christians of Korea were once

in the north, but there are now no regularly-meeting, organized

congregations left, though reports persist of possible changes

already taking place.^^^
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In the Japanese period, however, oppression only strengthened

the fiber of the church and laid the groundwork for future growth.

Christians were the backbone of the great, non-violent Korean

demonstrations of 1919 and were brutzdly repressed. Again in the

years before World War II Christians fought against compromise

with Japanese-imposed worship at Shinto shrines and were per-

secuted for their resistance. Ultimately, however, these incidents

only served to identify the church in the popular mind with

national patriotism and anti-colonialism. This helps to explain the

enormous popularity of Christianity after the war.

In a somewhat similar fashion, the current widespread involve-

ment of Christians in movements for human rights and labor

reforms and democratic freedom have again won the respect of

significant non-Christian elements of the population, particularly

in the universities.

Undoubtedly this accounts for a part of a strong rise in the

number of young people who now identify themselves as “believ-

ing in Christianity”, a higher percentage than among older people,

as noted above.

But thes argument cannot be carried too far. There is a consid-

erable difference in the popular appeal of the protest in 1919

against a foreign, colonializing military power, and the anti-

government demonstrations of students today against their own

government. Observers admit that the portion of Korea’s Chris-

tians who seem to be actively involved in tne current protests are

comparatively small, even when a Catholic cardinal and the

National Council of Churches support the protests.

One other fact suggests caution in placing too much emphasis

on the link between nationalism, politics and church growth. If

participation in the national independence movement of 1919 was

so much a factor in the growth of Christianity, why has Chundo-

kyo, the indigenous Korean religion which in some respects was

even more actively reponsible for the 1919 demonstrations than

Christianity, virtually disappeared from the religious charts ? Both

were highly visible and equally active and probaly about even
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numericaUy in 1919. Both won the gratitude and admiration of the

people for their patristism and courage. But today a governm

reveals that there are more than 100 Chr.sttans to every

follower of Chundokyo in Korea.^®’

What then, made Korean Christianity grow? All the above, of

cole knd i^ a deeper sense, none of the above. Even the most

secular of historians must admit at times to the mystery tn htstory

and the church historian, mindful that the -re dects.ve axeas

^
Christian growth are beyond the reach of stattst.es, finds lumstf

,t the end of a paper like this quoting scripture I [Pau

T ALin, not Addtson. This was one of ^eftd La.outette’s few tnistahes in h.s

History of the Expartstoo
in WtUfm : Church Growth in

2.
SeeRoyShearet’sgtaph.candthotongh an^^^^^^^^^

j„„g.Hyeong Ue.
^„™(Grand Rapds

:

^^^mans, ^9 « PP^
D,„,opJnt of the Presbyter-

;rchtro"^^^
nary, Richmond, pp. 69-122.

r.i,hr,>tinn of the Korea Mission of the

3, H. A. Rhodes, ed.
;{est 1934, See also S. A.

^Sept.^,«rL'U
p. 11. The complete Gifford letter ts on reel # 78 of the tmem^

^ ^
in the P-^bytenan Htstonc^

g p 9.„el#179)

letter(Pyungyang, Sept. 22, lo
- m his revealing charts of

5. Shearer, op. at., pp. 82-83 horn 1885 go

Presbyterian communicant membership m dillerent prov

6.

' w°asson’s six periods, based on f.gures for communicants and probationers

combined, are ;

1. Planting and early rise(l896-1905)

2. Rapid growih(1906- 1910)

3. First serious decline(1911-19l9)

4. Second rapid growth( 1920-24)

5. Second decline(1925-28)

6. Upward treni( 1929-30) impmational Missionary

A. W Wasson, Church Growht m 7femi(New York .
Internat.on
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7. Rhodes’ statistics disclose the difTerences in growth patterns when the cate-
gories are more sharply drawn between total adherents, total communicants, total

catechisms(probationers) and total baptized children. But his graph for total
adherents also suggests six periods :( 1 ) Early rise( 1884- 1894); (2) Rapid
growth(1904-1909)

; (3) Checked growth and first decline( 1909- 1919)
; (4) Sec-

ond rapid growth(19I9-1924)
; (5) Second dccline(1924-I929)

; (6) Third
rapid growhl(1929- 1933). H. A. Rhodes, History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian

Church U.S.A. 1884-1934{f^o\A : Chosen Presbyterian Mission, 1934) p. 563ff.
8. The statistics are based on figures of 40, 000 to 130,575 Roman Caihlics in 1908
and 1940, and 120,000 to 220,000 Protestants in 1910 and 1940, from Charles
Iglehart, “Korea" in The 20th Century Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge{S^\ia\^.
Herzoq, 1955); and unpublished statistics I collected in 1975 for the World
Christian Encyclopedia{Oxford, 1982), and updated in a 1980 letter.

9. Samuel Hugh Mofien, The Christians of Korea{^.\.-. Friendship Press, 1962)
pp. 52-54. A more thorough study is Hazel T. Watson’s “Revival and Church
Growth in Korea

,
M. A. Thesis, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1969.

10. Wasson s table of methodist and Presbyterian membership(communicants and
probationers) lists 23,700 in 1903-04 and 91,912 in 1908-09. op. cit., p,166. Most
Protestants at that time belonged to those two denominations.

11. Shearer, op. cit.,p. b6.

12. For an enthusiastic study of this policy see Charles Allen Qark, The Nevm Plan
For Missron Work in AbrM{Seoul : YMCA Press, 1937), a revised edition of his
Chicago University Ph. D. dissertation. The Korean Church and the Nevius
A/fMoa!r(New York : Revell, 1928).

13. Shearer, op. cit., pp. 80, 184f.

14. Sung-Chun Chun, Schism and Unity in the Protestant Churches of Aor^a(Seoul

:

CLSK, 1979). This was originally a PH. D. dissertation, Yale 1955. See esp. pp.
75-96, 171, 182-183, 199. He quotes disparagingly a much-cited statement by an
early Presbyterian missionary : “Seek to Keep his [i. e., the Korean minister’s]
education sufficiently in advance of the average education of his people to secure
respect and prestige, but not enough ahead to excite envy or a feeling of
separation"(W. D. Reynolds, “The Native Ministry’’ in The Korean
ReposHory{Seo\A), vol. III(May, 1896) p. 201.

15. This is based on the latest and most optimistic of current reports of church
membership. The figures arc higher than the average of recent estimates, and are
found in tne 1Q85 Miju Hantn ••• Yonkam(1985 Christian Annual) p. 38. It lists total

claimed adherents of Protestant denominations(excluding semi-Christian cults),

as follows

:

Presbytcnans(32 bodies) 67% of aU Protestants
, 6,518,563 adherents

Methodists(4 bodies) 10.3% // II II
, 1,007,737 II

Pcntecostals(7) 8-1% n II II
, 793,187 II

Evangelical/Holiness(3) 6-5% II II II
, 635,364 II

Baptist(4) 5.2% II II II
, 505,300 II

Salvation Army(l) 0.9% II II II
, 90,700 II

Nazarene(I) 0.8% II II //
, 77,100 II

Anglican(l) 0.5% II II II
, 47,200 II

Lutheran(l) 0.05% II II II
,

5,268 II
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Other(6) 0.6% ;/ » n ,
56.000 ii

16. Archibald Campbell

17. Andreas Choi, Verection du pnemier Vicarial apostoUque et Us origines du Catholicisme

en Coree, 1592- /8J7(Schoneck-Beckenried, Switzerland : NouvelU Revue de Saences

Missionatres, 1961), pp. 17-38, esp. 25, 33. He might have added a fifth reason ;

opportunity for independence and initiative. The hierarchy was far away in

Peking, and the eager Korean converts, innocendy ignorant of church tradition

preceded to elect their own priests, administer all the sacraments including the

mass, and choose their day of worship by the lunar calendar, which therefore did

not often fall on Sunday.

18. In 1593 a Jesuit priest, Gregorio de Cespedes had entered Korea for two shon

months but not as a missionary to Korea. He was a chaplain with invading

Japenese troops, and so far as is known spoke to no Koreans(/M., p. 5).

19. Lak-Geoon George Paik, The History of Protestant Missions in Korea, revised 2nd

ed.(Scoul: Yonsei Univ., 1971), pp. 52, 54, 138-139, KMF, vol. 5. no, 5(May

1905). p. 82.

20. Not a complete vacuum, of course. Even in decline the old faiths continued to

be a powerful force. Confucianist still dominated the social fabric and shamanism

the religious mind. Both were increasingly displaced by Christianity but not

without in txirn influencing it. See Ryu Tong-Sik, Hanguk Jongkyo wa

Kidokkyo{Scoui : CLSK, 1965).

21. See S. A. Moffett, letters(Seoul, Nov. 1. 1893 and Pyongyang, Apr. 14, 1894)

:

W. M. Baird, letter(Pusan, Nov. 21, 1893) ; H. G. Underwood, letter(Seoui, Feb.

9, 1894); Mrs. H. G. Underwood(Seoul, May 28, 1894 and Aug. 16, 1894); S. F.

Moore(Seoul, Oct. 29, 1894). All the above are summarized in Korea Letters, op.

cit. Hananim was the name also adopted by the new indigenous Korean religion,

Ch'ondokyo, for its “Lord of Heaven". See Wanne J. joe. Traditional Korea : A

Cultural History{Sto\A . Chung’ang Univ. Press, 1972) pp. 416 ff.

22. “The translation of the Scriptures into Korean has given to this people a new

vocabulary-not foreign but reborn •••It has given to the simple-minded peasant

the vocabulary of the scholar and prophet. It has brought the classes near

together by making a common speech for them all. It has formed the basis upon

which a general and universal eduction can be reared." Korea Mission Field (Seoul,

vol. 5, no. 5 ;
May, 1909), p. 82, a year before annexation by Japan.

23. G. Cameron Hurst III(o/>. cit., p. 10, n. 19) cites David Kwang-Sun Suh’s

description : “Korean Protestantism has almost been reduced to a Christianized

mudang religion". Less exaggerated is the analysis of Prof. Son Bong-Ho, chair-

man of the philosophy depanment of Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, who

pinpoints the primary dangers of “shamanizing Christianity" as obsession with

success and the pursuit of “blessings"(“Some Dangers of Rapid Growth", in

Korean Church Growth Explosion, ed. by Ro Bong-Rin and Marlin L. Nelson, Seoul

;

Word of Life Press, 1983, pp. 337-339).

24. Charles Sauer, ed., Within the Gate{SeoyA : Methodist News Service, 1934) p. 3,

7 ff.

25. Quarto-Centennial Papers. Pyongyang : Korean Mission of the Presbyterian

Church in Korea, 1909, p. 82.

26. Jong-Hyeong Lee, “Converting Harrassments into Opportunities", in his
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dissertation, 9p. at., pp. 83-93.

27. Foreign Mission AIfu^r(Richmond, Va. : S. Baptist Mission Board, Oct. 31, 1985).
A government-approved Korean Christian Federation claimed to represent a
total of 5000 Christians in the North Korean three-year seminary course, a new
translation of the New Testament, and some 70 home meeting places.

26. 7985 Tonkcm, op. dL, p. 43.
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CHRISTIANITY IN KOREA: WHY IT GREW

ISSly Ike Church Grew .
Samuel Hugh Moffett

If it is difficult to measure the numerical growth of Korean

Christianity, how much more difficult is the task of trying to deter-

mine why it grew? Quantification at least deals uiih meas ur ab 1 es

,

l(owever ambiguous and irregular the statistics may be. But what is

the measure of a vigorous, volatile religious faith and its intricately

complex relationships to a national culture, initially liostile, and in

constant, rapid change?

In 1934 my father, Samuel Austin Moffett, in whose territory the

first quickening of Protestant church growth had broken out forty yfars

earlier, looked back over fifty years of Protestant mission,'; in Korea

and summed it all up in one memorable sentence, “For fifty years we

have held up before these people the Word of God, and the Holy Spirit

1

8

has done the rest." It was true, theologically speaking, but is that

enough of an explanation? In 1896, two years alter the flood of

conversions in the northeast began, Moffett's seminary classmate and

fellow missionary, Daniel Gifford, traveled north from Seoul to see

what was happening. The work, he wrote, “has spread like wildfire".
19

Austin, not Addison. This was one of careful Latourette's few
mistakes. Hjso.tjy vol. VI, p. 422.

^^See Roy Shearer's graphic and thorough analysis in Wildfire:
QKuxch Growth in. Korea . (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966) pp. 111-135; and
Jong-Hyeong Lee, "Samuel Austin Moffett, His Life and Work in the
Development of the Presbyterian Church of Korea, 1890-1936", Ph.D.
dissertation, Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, pp. 69-122,

18
H.A. Rhodes, ed. Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration of the Korea

MJs.s.i.on. oi tke_.Preghvt^rian^^^^^^ jn the U.S.A, (Seoul; YMCA Press,
1934) ^ Dt.

19
D.L. Gifford, letter to the Board of Foreign Missions (Northern

Presbyterian), Sept. 1, 1896, from the unpublished mimeographed
summary, Korea let ters . vol. 6

, p. 11, The complete Gifford letter is

on reel ^^178 of the microfilm collection now in the PresbyL“rian
Historical Society, Philadelphia. aU,. 9^.4/
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admit that the portion of Korea's Christians who seem to be actively

involved in the current protests are comparatively small, even when a

Catholic cardinal and the National Council of Churches support the

protests

.

One other fact suggests caution in placing too much emphasis on

the link between nationalism, politics and church growth. If partici-

pation in the national independence movement of 1919 was so much a

factor in the growth of Christianity, why has Chundokyo, the indigenous

Korean religion which in some respects was even more actively responsi-

ble for the 1919 demonstrations than Christianity, virtually disap-

peared from the religious charts? Both were highly visible and equally

active and probably about even numerically in 1919. Both won the

gratitude and admiration of the people for their patriotism and courage.

But today a government survey reveals that there are more than 100

43
Christians to every follower of Chundokyo in Korea.

What, then, made Korean Christianity grow? All the above, of

course. And in a deeper sense, none of the above. Even the most

secular of historians must admit at times to the mystery in history, and

the church historian, mindful that the more decisive areas of Christian

growth are beyond the reach of statistics, finds himself at the end of a

paper like this quoting scripture: "I [Paul] planted, Apollos watered,

but God gave the growth." (l Cor. 3:6).

43

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Princeton, New Jersey
April 1 , 1986

1983 Yonkam . op. cit., p. 43.
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THE CHURCH IN KOREA

Responsible Christian leaders In South Korea

assess the current situation facing the church there

as more favorable than at any time In the last flf»

teen years. Two major reasons exist for this opti-

mism. The first Is the lack of any serious organized

resistance, religious or political, to the spread of

the Christian faith. The second is a climate of re-

newed hope for stability and growth both in the

church and In the nation.

Korea Is probably the only country In Asia

where Protestant Christianity Is the strongest organ-

ized religion. In few other mission fields has the

growth of the church been so spectacular. A handful

of Protestant believers In 1885 Inoroasod to a com-

munity of 200,000 In only twenty-five years (1909);

to 675,000 In fifty years (1935-36); and by 1964,

with an Inclusive membership of about 1,500,000, had

become the most significant and apparently the larg-

est religious force In the nation.

Today there Is littley^opposltlon to Its conti-

nued growth. The old religions are dying. About

80^ of the Korean people profess no religious faith

at all. Religious membership claims vary, and some

tables still show the Buddhists In the lead but this

Is probably ho longer true. In a recent Army survey.
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for example, 10^ of the men claimed to be Protestant,

2^ fiomen Catholic, 2^ Buddhist, and a surprisingly

small Confuolanlst.

The churcnes themselves do not claim that high

a proportion of the general population. A reason-

able estimate ^^rould be seven or eight Christians out

of every hundred Koreans. That Includes both Prot-

estants and Homan Catholics, and by Western standards

may seem smell, but It is an extremely high ratio

for Asia, Protestants are about 5 * 5% of the popula-

tion, Buddhists 5^1 Horaan Catholics 2.5^ and Confu-

olanists perhaps 2^.

The government favors no particular religious

group and grants complete religious freedom. It has
group
even encouraged and supported an active Christian

chaplaincy In the Korean Armed Forces which have 268

Protestant and 34 Homan Catholic chaplains In uniform.

Christian Influence and leadership is all out of

proportion to the church's statistical share of the

population. Christians are In all circles of Korean

society: the composer of the Korean national anthem,

the minister of defense, the head of the farmers'

union, college presidents, orphanage directors, no-

velists, housewives, factory owners, nurses, radio

stars and shoe-shine boys. TViere are Christians
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Church for Deaf and Dumb
Mr. K. Takahashi, graduate of

.North Japan College, has taught
for 20 years in an Osaka school

the blind, deaf and dumb.
Ten j'ears ago the school was di-
vided, and Mr. Takahashi was
.made principal of the school for
the deaf and dumb. About 300
.•hildren are enrolled. A church
ha.-; been erected adjoining the
oampus, where preaching is done
|-y signs, and singing by posture.
It IS the first and only deaf and
dumb church in Japan.
Mr. Takahashi is one of the

rr.ust prominent Christians in
"'aka and is in demand as a lec-
Jrer before teachers’ and par-

meetings. He keeps in close
'uch with the parents, as well

•*' with the children after their
graduation from the school. He
Uen arranges marriages for—Outlook of Missions.

r"' ^ . *

OUR WORLD-WIDE OUTLOOK

two or three children’s relief in-
stitutions in the famine district,
and in addition to find as many
Christian families as possible
who will take in girls in danger
of being sold into a life of vice.—The Christian Century.

Survey of Korea’s Christian
Population

Korean Christians reported
the following figures at the jubi-
lee of the Presbyterian Mission
in Korea:

Korean members of all
churches
Oriental Missionary Society
Seventh Day Adventists .

.

English Church Mission .

.

Salvation Army
Methodist Church .

.

Presbyterian Church

2,332
3,084
6,548
6,927

19,555
103,302

Christian Work for Children
fJne of the most outstanding

f'i^ces of public service yet
‘ndertaken by organized Chris-
•Minity was that decided upon bv

Christian Council

„
destitute children

me famine area of Northeast
•ipan. This was at the sug-
’'tion of Mr. Kagawa, whose

was that
;:^'mcl Protestantism place a

children in Christian

I

throughout the empire
.

' ^iJpport them for a period
'">m six months to one year,

later decided to establish

V ~— • * iVOjOvfc
(.7J.657 connecled with N. P. Missions)

Non-Roman Total 141.748
Roman Catholic T 2T!643

(Including Baptized tUTOKn)

Total 269,391

In addition to this communi-
cant membership there is the
great body called "Othe_r Adher-

which indues catechu-
mens, who are enrolled and re-
ceive regular instruction; bap-
tized children, also enrolled and
under instruction; also those
who, while not on the roll, are
known as Christians—most of
them members of the families of
those already enrolled. In 1932-
3^ (the 1933-34 figures are not
yet finished) they numbered, in
the Methodist and Presbyterian
Churches, 218,565. While there
are not so many in- the other
bodies, their total must be well
over 230,000. We therefore have
in Korea today, in a population
of roughly 20 millions, not less
than half a million known Chris-
t[gns - TKer^ ar^ thousands
more, once identified with the
Church, who have moved to vil-
lages where there is no church
organization, and yet they are
faithful. —Stanley Soltau.

ISLANDS OF THE PACIFIC
Philippine W. C. U.

During the summer of 1934,
the Women’s Christian Union of
Iloilo Province. P. I., was organ-
ized. More than 250 women, rep-

resenting many local societies

the churches of the Previn
adopted a constitution a
agree to work for an extensi
of information and interest
every church. Seventeen of 1

fifty places of worship report
Many important plans wi
made, looking towar(l deef
spirituality and larger service.—Watchman-Examiner,

Revising the Register ^

A recent checking was mi
of the parish register for i

Anne’s Mission, Besao, and i

outstations, in the Philippi:
Islands. The staff devoted tl

school vacation period to goh
over every one of the 2,01

names on the register and end<
with but fifteen unidentified af
er combing twenty or more su
rounding villages for inform;
tion. Native names are readil

changed, and the same child ma
sometimes, innocently appes
twice for baptism. Deaths wei
not always reported. Parent
were usually not Christian, goc
parents were sometimes inac

tive, and the numbers were to
many for the few pastors to car
for

Besao church people are no^
being card-indexed as well a
registered, and as the staff of na
tive catechists slowly increases
the work will become more satis

factory.

They Use Their Heads

Enrolment at Damaguete Bi
ble School is larger than ever
and scholarship standards stead-

ily rise. From the mountain
tribes of Luzon, once head-hun-
ters, have come two students to

the Dumaguete Bible School,
Philippine Islands. Both were
high school valedictorians.
When they finish they will re-

turn as the first Christian pas-
tors to their people. Seven jun-
iors in this school are doing trial

work out in the country. They
are meeting all sorts of opposi-
tion, says Miss M. Alice Towne.
One lad after working hard to

get a chapel had it broken into

and desecrated. Two girls are in

the mountains living on $1 a

month, plus a little food. Often



" New directory charts Korean missionary surge

The '92 directory of Korean missionaries and mission
societies, fifth edition 1992, has been published in the
Korean language by the Korea Research Institute for Missions
(KRIM) , the research arm of the Global Missionary Fellowship
of Korea, directed by Dr David Taiwoong Lee. KRIM has
provided a summary of key findings in English, in the
December 25, 1992 issue of The Post Horse, Among those
findings:

1. Korean Protestant missionaries (men and women) have
grown from 321 in 1982 to 2,576 in 1992.

2. The percentage of Korean missionaries working with
overseas Koreans is decreasing. 54.0% work with
indigenous peoples, 25.8% with overseas Koreans, and
4.9% with both.

3. Of the 13.4% of Korean missionaries working in the
West, more work with Koreans.

4. 93.4% of Korean missionaries are on long-term
assignments (longer than two years)

.

5. 72.9% of Korean missionaries work in evangelism,
discipleship or church planting.

6. 25.0% of Korean missionaries are tentmakers (This is an
unusual definition of the latter) . The Global
Missionary Fellowship has started a Global
Professionals' Training Institute to meet training
needs

.

7. Korean missionaries are well-educated. 96.2% of them
are graduates of 4-year college/university degree
programs; 40.5% hold Masters' degrees. Among male
missionaries, 58.4% hold Masters' degrees. 71.8% of
male missionaries majored in theology.

8. One of the main reasons why Korean missionaries leave
the field is to get their children educated at home.

KRIM sees the need to develop distinctive Korean missions
strategies, as well as to learn from the Western missions
movement.

We attempted some of our own analysis from the Korean-
language Directory, Nearly all addresses are written in
Roman-character format. Our deployment analysis is based
those addresses. Note that:

a. The Directory includes only Protestant missionaries.
b. In most cases we were unable to determine whether a

given address was for a single missionary or a married
missionary couple. Thus our analysis is by missionary
"units" (single or couple) instead of by missionaries.

c. For many missionaries the address is not given or is
given in a non-Roman script. Some of these may be
deployed to restricted-access nations, especially in
light of the fact that 25.0% of Korean missionaries are



tentmakers. Thus there may be a larger number in WorldA than our analysis shows.
Mission agency names are translated to English, and
sometimes that gave us clues as to deployment. For
example, we counted the two missionary units from
Christian Mission for North Korea as deployed to thatcountry. On the other hand, we were surprised to seethat none of the missionary units of "Mission to Moslemand All Nations" were deployed to Muslim nations,
though many, or most, may be working among Muslims inNigeria, India, Kenya, Ghana, or U.K.
The report in The Post Horse showed 2,576 Korean
missionaries in 105 countries; our less-accurate
analysis showed 998 units in 82 countries

The top ten receiving countries

Country No. of units

1, Philippines 138
2. Japan 88
3 = Germany 48
3= U.S.A. 48
5. Russia 43
6= Brazil 41
6= Thailand 41
8. Indonesia 40
9. Australia 35
10. U.K. 27

These ten account for 55% of the

in World A.

World

C
B
C
C
B
C
B
B
C
C

4 in World B and none

Overall, 4.8% of the Korean missionary force (by units) isdeployed (by country) to World A, 8 . 1 % to World B and 90.9%to World C. One notable investment in World A is the 25units in Bangladesh. Though this deployment may be slightlybetter than that of the Western Protestant missionary force.It remains far from the ideal deployment (as seen bymissionaries and missions executives) of World A: 45% WorldWorld C: 20% (AD2000 Global Monitor No. 7, May1991:2). This cannot be encouraging to those who have held
growing Third-World missions movementwould be the force to make the crucial difference in worldevangelization.
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CHURCH GROWTH IN KOREA
Seminar: S. H. Moffett

Outline:

I How Much Has It Grown? (Statistics and chart)

II What Makes It Grow?

A. Theological factors

1) The simplest and best answer-by my father.

2) Human sin

3) God's gift of a Saviour, His Son Jesus Christ

4) The great commission

B. Mission factors: the 3-Self Plan.

1) Self-support

2) Self-government

3) Self-propagation

4) Bible classes

C. Historical factors

1) The Korean initiative: Suh Sang-Yun

2) National collapse & Japanese colonialism.

3) Patriotism of Christians for independence

D. The character of Korean Christianity

1) Evangelical, biblical theology

2) Revival enthusiasm

3) Prayer

4) Tithing-generous stewardship God's gifts

5) Social compassion for poor and sick

6) Eagerness for education: Christian schools

7) Commitment to world mission



1 . BRIGHT SPOT ON A DARK CONTINENT : (The Korean Church)

Two Hundred Years Since William Carey;

Graph 1: Continents
** 2 : Korean Church Growth
Cf. U.S.A. decline

2 . WHAT MAKES IT GROW? Are there any lessons for us?

A. Theological factors

1)

What the missionaries and Korean Christians
believed and taught about sin and salvation

B. Mission factors (The Three-self Plan)
1) Strategic planning through wide itineration,

selecting mission stations and winning
converts

2) Self-support
3) Self-government
4) Self-propagation

C. Historical factors
1) National collapse - Yi dynasty - Japanese

colonialism - 1919
2) Gross injustices supported by Confucian society

against women
" slaves
** butchers

3) Educational backwardness

D. Witness to the whole of life (The four sides of life)
1. Evangelistic
2 . Medical
3 . Education
4. Social Service

E. The Vine and the Branches

1. Christ
2 . Prayer
3. Mission
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^ ^ ^ __ the missionaries together
^ with their intimate association with the native workers

contributed not a little to the success of the work. There
moral breakdown among the missionaries .Without

^ ^;r‘' exception they were persons of college education, refinement,
v'-

kindness, and common sense. They exhibited tremendous
^ earnestness, devotion, and concentration. 3

Through my four-year student commitment with Campus Crusade

for Christ, I can appreciate the great emphasis the missionaries

placed on evangelism. I think it is the greatest internal factor for

their success. The missionaries again and again preached the New

Testament story to individuals and to groups. They taught their

converts to tell the story, and stressed the importance of spiritual

reproduction. The principle they used is one common in American

business practice today: If you want to sell your product, you

have to present it again, and again, and again, and if the product

is good, people will eventually be attracted to it. Inducing the

Korean believers to wholeheartedly participate in spiritual repro-

duction was a key factor to success. The believer's

promotion to the rank of a full member depended in part
upon his winning others, since one of the usual questions
in examining candidates for baptism was, "have you since
you became a Christian led anyone else to the Savior?" 4

While there might be a danger that this method could become legalistic,

I think the danger was outweighed here by making sure that works

followed faith, and faith was genuine, and no "cheap grace,"

I would like to turn now to the external factors for success

of missions in Korea. The religious factors that helped prepare ^
the way for missions were similarities of two types: between the

religious attitudes and between the ethical ideals of Koreans and

Christians. The thought world of the Koreans was "a world that was

in many aspects similar to that of New Testament times.
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To give a little background on the political situation of the

time, Korea was ruled by the Yi dynasty from 1392-1910. The only

period of grave unrest during the early part of this dynasty was

the invasion of Korea by Japan in 1582. China's armies came to the

rescue, and after the Japanese were driven away, Korea maintained

an isolationist policy for almost 300 years. The American-Korean

Treaty of 1882 opened up trade with the western world. The protec-

torate of Russia from 1897-I905, and the Russo-Japanese War of

1904-05 made Korea a battlefield and a prize of competition for

stronger nations. Thus the period of great missions success was

also the period of the greatest political decay and upheaval Korea

had know^in at least 300 years.

The Yi dynasty had fallen into disfavor among the people.

When Protestant missions began in Korea, the people were
restless and discontented . They attributed their troubles
to abuses which had crept into the administration of the
government. Here they located the main source of the in-
justice and poverty and other ills from which they were
suffering. 8

Some of the patriotic intellectuals who made attempts at reform

became ^Christians as the result of being converted by missionaries
t

while imprisoned for their "subversive" activities. Many of these

men were drawn to the church by its emphasis upon education, its

character-building power, its stable organization, its world-wide

connections, its democratic fellowship, and its suggestion of

supernatural help."^ The part they played in the movement for

reform won the respect of many for their religion.

The victory of the Japanese in I905 indirectly helped the

missions movement in several ways. One way was by lessening the
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respect of the Koreans for Chinese culture and religions.

Prejudice against Japan prevented the defeat from being
explained in terms of any inherent superiority of the
Japanese. It must be due to what Japan had learned from
the West. The prestige of Western culture rose and that
of China fell. 10

Another way the victory benefitted the missions movement was,

ironically, by the failure of American diplomacy. The U.S. govern-

ment did not reject the Japanese annexation, but rather supported

it. "The U.S. government represented the general American sympathy

for the Japanese who created the image of Koreans as incapable of

Therefore, the Japanese takeover was thought to be in

the best interests of Korea in the end."^^ Dr. Lee makes an

interesting argument in his article quoted above that this move

by the U.S. encouraged Japanese imperialism, and actually led to

the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941

.

Although the missionaries at first supported the Japanese

annexation, soon they became aware of the abuses of power by the

Japanese government and army. This caused them to separate themselves

from American governmental policy and support the poor and exploited

against the Japanese. "When the missionaries and native Christians

fought against the injustice of the Colonial policy of Japan, the

mission of Christianity became genuine and successful

This period of opening to other countries* viewpoints and politi-

cal upheaval led to great sociological changes. The structure of

the five Confu^ci^n relationships began to fall apart, Christian

women were educated in missionary schools, and were able to take

on roles that gained them more respect and began to close the gap

of inequality between themselves and their husbands. As the result


